
River Avon  – 20th September 2020 
 

Match Report – Committee Cup, Avon 

The long awaited weekend had arrived with two members deciding to drive up to Tewkesbury the 
day before and get a flying start on Sunday morning. Dave (the hitman) Hilton and Terry (the Toast) 
Morgan fished the Manor fishery on the Saturday with not a lot of luck apart from Terry getting 
smashed up on what had to be a good Barbel. Was this a taste of what was to follow? 

Having all met up at The Brewers Fayre just off Junction 9 on Sunday morning we all followed Kev 
Francis in convoy up the motorway to junction 8, through the village of Twyning and down a farm 
track and into the first field. The sign at the gate “Slimy Lines AC” filled us with anticipation of hitting 
into a massive shoal of hungry Bream. Threading our way underneath the M5 flyover we came upon 
the river Avon. It was an impressive sight and slightly wider than Parrett Works to say the least. Our 
host for the day, Droitwich Spa AC were holding a match on the lower section which we passed still 
in our vehicles and finally arrived at our section for the day pegs 1 to 20. 

As there were only 9 of us fishing we left the odd numbers in the bag and proceeded with the draw. 
We were all able to drive to our peg which was welcome for those of us who travelled up on the day. 
Fishing commenced at 10.00 and finished at 4.00pm. In between those times I have very little to 
report on as the following results lay testament to: 

 

1st Chris White peg   15, 2-10 

2nd Kev Francis peg   19, 1-13 

      Dan Mattock peg   17, 1-13 

4th Dave Hilton peg   7, 0-15 

5th Derek Goad peg   13, 0-13 

6th David Simms peg   11, 0-11 

7th Mike Goad peg   3, 0-03 

8th John Simms peg   1, 0-02 

9th Terence Morgan peg  9, DNW 

 

With gin clear water it was a tough day but having said that it was a pleasure to be guesting on such 
a magnificent river. We thank Droitwich AC for the use of their water and in particular we thank Kev 
Francis who organised the day for us so very well. Thanks mate and we hope to see you soon down 
at ours.  

Our next match is the River Pairs Open which has been moved to the 4th October, more details from 
Chris Deady to follow soon. 

Tightlines. 

 


